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BasicsBasics

hh Move left

jj Move down

kk Move up

ll Move right

ii Insert mode

jjjj Normal mode

ghgh Mouse hover

{count}{motion}{count}{motion} Repeat {motion} {count}{motion} {count} times

Horizontal MovementHorizontal Movement

00 Jump to the start of the line

$$ Jump to the end of the line

__ Jump to the first non-blank character of a line

g_g_ Jump to the last non-blank character of a line

Vertical MovementVertical Movement

gggg Go to the first line of the document

GG Go to the last line of the document

{line}gg{line}gg Go to {line}{line}

}} Jump to next paragraph

{{ Jump to previous paragraph

)) Jump to next sentence

(( Jump to previous sentence

%% Jump to matching (), [], {}(), [], {}

gdgd Go to definition

gDgD Open definition aside

gfgf Go to file under the cursor

HH Jump to top of screen

MM Jump to middle of screen

LL Jump to bottom of screen

Ctrl + eCtrl + e Move screen down one line

Ctrl + yCtrl + y Move screen up one line

Ctrl + dCtrl + d Jump forward 1/2 a screen

Ctrl + uCtrl + u Jump back 1/2 a screen

 

Word MovementWord Movement

ww Jump to the beginning of the next word

WW Jump to the beginning of the next WORD

ee Jump to the end of the next word

EE Jump to the end of the next WORD

bb Jump to the beginning of the previous word

BB Jump to the beginning of the previous WORD

gege Jump to the end of the previous word

gEgE Jump to the end of the previous WORD

Insert ModeInsert Mode

ii Insert before cursor

II Insert at the beginning of the line

aa Insert (append) after the cursor

AA Insert (append) at the end of the line

oo Insert a new line below the current line

OO Insert a new line above the current line

eaea Insert (append) at the end of the word

Ctrl + hCtrl + h Delete character before the cursor during insert mode

Ctrl + wCtrl + w Delete word before the cursor during insert mode

gigi Go to last place you left insert mode

jjjj Exit insert mode

Visual ModeVisual Mode

vv Go into character-wise visual mode

VV Go into line-wise visual mode

Ctrl + vCtrl + v Go into block-wise visual mode

awaw Select a word

iwiw Select inner word

abab Select a block with ()()

ibib Select inner block with ()()

aBaB Select a block with {}{}

iBiB Select inner block with {}{}

atat Select a block with <><> tags

itit Select inner block with <><> tags
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Visual Mode (cont)Visual Mode (cont)

oo Move to other end of marked area

OO Move to other corner of block

yy Yank selected text

dd Delete marked text

uu Changed selected text to lowercase

UU Changed selected text to uppercase

afaf Select increasingly bigger blocks of text

gbgb Adds an additional cursor

{motion}{operator}{motion}{operator} In visual mode first you specify the motion to
select text and then you apply the operator

Vim SurroundVim Surround

ds{existing}ds{existing} Delete {existing}{existing} surround

cs{existing}{de‐cs{existing}{de‐
sired}sired}

Change {existing}{existing} surround to {desired}{desired}

ys{motion}{d‐ys{motion}{d‐
esired}esired}

Add {desired}{desired} surround to text defined by
{motion}{motion}

S{desired}S{desired} Surround selection when in visual mode

VSCode KeybindingsVSCode Keybindings

Ctrl + pCtrl + p Open command palette

>> List every command

@@ List every local symbol

Ctrl + Shift + .Ctrl + Shift + . Open local symbol list

## List every global symbol

Ctrl + Shift + ñCtrl + Shift + ñ Create new terminal

Ctrl + ñCtrl + ñ Toggle terminal

Ctrl + PageDownCtrl + PageDown Focus next terminal group

Ctrl + PageUpCtrl + PageUp Focus previous terminal group

Alt + DownArrowAlt + DownArrow Focus next terminal in group

Alt + UpArrowAlt + UpArrow Focus previous terminal in group

 

TabsTabs

gtgt Move to next tab

gTgT Move to previous tab

{number}gt{number}gt Move to tab {number}{number}

<leader>tt<leader>tt Create new tab

<leader>tc<leader>tc Close tab

<leader>to<leader>to Close all tabs but the current one

<leader>tl<leader>tl Move tab to the right

<leader>th<leader>th Move tab to the left

<leader>tn<leader>tn Move the tab to the group on the right

<leader>tp<leader>tp Move the tab to the group on the left

<leader>te<leader>te Even tabs widths

EditingEditing

rr Replace a single character

RR Replace until ESCESC is pressed

xx Delete a character

XX Delete character before the cursor

ss Delete character and substitute text

dd Delete up to {motion}{motion}

dddd Delete line

<leader>dd<leader>dd Delete to void

DD Delete to the end of the line

cc Change up to {motion}{motion}

cccc Change a line

CC Change to the end of the line

yy Yank (copy) {motion}{motion}

yyyy Yank a line

YY Yank a line. (= yy)

pp Paste

PP Paste before the cursor

~~ Switch case

g~g~ Switch case up to {motion}{motion}

g~~g~~ Switch case of a line

gugu Switch to lowercase up to {motion}{motion}

gUgU Switch to uppercase up to {motion}{motion}

>> Shift text right
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Editing (cont)Editing (cont)

<< Shift text left

<leader>j<leader>j Join lines

gccgcc Toggle line comment

gCgC Toggle block comment

yypyyp Duplicate line

ddpddp Swap lines

xpxp Swap characters

== Format

.. Repeat last command

{operator}{count}{motion}{operator}{count}{motion}  Apply {operator}{operator} on {motion}{motion}

SearchSearch

/{pattern}/{pattern} Search for {pattern}{pattern}

?{pattern}?{pattern} Search for {pattern}{pattern} backwards

// Repeat last search forwards

?? Repeat last search backwards

nn Go to next match

NN Go to previous match

{operator}gn{operator}gn Apply {operator}{operator} on next match

Ctrl + nCtrl + n Clear highlighted text

{pattern}{pattern} is a regex

Find CharacterFind Character

f{character}f{character} Jump to next occurrence of {character}{character}

F{character}F{character} Jump to previous occurrence of {character}{character}

t{character}t{character} Jump to before next occurrence of {character}{character}

T{character}T{character} Jump to after previous occurrence of {character}{character}

;; Repeat previous f, t, F or T

,, Repeat previous f, t, F or T backwards

 

Vim EasymotionVim Easymotion

<leader><leader>w<leader><leader>w Start of words

<leader><leader>b<leader><leader>b Start of words backwards

<leader><leader><leader>bdw<leader><leader><leader>bdw Start of words everywhere

<leader><leader>e<leader><leader>e End of words

<leader><leader>ge<leader><leader>ge End of words backwards

<leader><leader><leader>bde<leader><leader><leader>bde End of words everywhere

<leader><leader>j<leader><leader>j Beginning of lines

<leader><leader>k<leader><leader>k Beginning of lines backwards

<leader><leader>f{character}<leader><leader>f{character} Find {character}{character}

<leader><leader>F{character}<leader><leader>F{character} Find {character}{character} backwards

<leader><leader>t{character}<leader><leader>t{character} Until {character}{character}

<leader><leader>T{character}<leader><leader>T{character} Until {character}{character} backwards

<leader><leader>s{character}<leader><leader>s{character} Search {character}{character} everywhere

Text ObjectsText Objects

diwdiw Delete inner word

dawdaw Delete a word

disdis Delete inner sentence

dasdas Delete a sentence

dipdip Delete inner paragraph

dapdap Delete a paragraph

dibdib Delete inside parentheses

dabdab Delete text and parentheses

diBdiB Delete inside braces

daBdaB Delete text and braces

di[di[ Delete inside brackets

da[da[ Delete text and brackets

di"di" Delete inside quotes

da"da" Delete text and quotes

ditdit Delete inside tag

datdat Delete text and tag

{operator}a{text-object}{operator}a{text-object}  Apply operator to all {text-object}{text-object} including
space after o before it
{operator}i{text-object}{operator}i{text-object}  Apply operator to {text-object}{text-object}
'dibdib' = 'di(di(' | 'diBdiB' = 'di{di{'
Can be use with other operators (E.g: ciwciw)
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FoldingFolding

zf{count}jzf{count}j Create a fold from the cursor down {count} lines

zf/{pattern}zf/{pattern} Create a fold from the cursor to {pattern}

zaza Toggle fold at the cursor

zozo Open fold under cursor

zOzO Open all folds

zczc Close fold under cursor

zMzM Close all folds

zdzd Delete fold at the cursor

zEzE Delete all folds

Split WindowsSplit Windows

Ctrl-w + sCtrl-w + s Open same file in a horizontal split

Ctrl-w + vCtrl-w + v Open same file in a vertical split

Ctrl + hCtrl + h Move to the window on the left

Ctrl + jCtrl + j Move to the window below

Ctrl + kCtrl + k Move to the window above

Ctrl + lCtrl + l Move to the window on the right

Undo and RedoUndo and Redo

uu Undo last change

Ctrl + RCtrl + R Redo last undo

UU Undo last changed line
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